
Elliptical Galaxies,!
!

Triaxial Potential!
!

Schwarzschild Modelling

bulge 
gas-free (largely) 

old stars





reality likely a combination 
but how do each process give rise to the observed correlations?



Elliptical galaxies have 
varying amount of 
rotation support. 

!
Brighter ones have 

less. Flattened, but not 
by rotational flattening. 



more luminous Elliptical galaxies have 
higher n-index (more centrally 

concentrated). Kormendy et al  ‘06

The Sersic profile is found to describe well the 
surface brightness profile for many ellipticals. 

Scale-length increasing with R.

spiral bulge: n=4 (de Vaucouleur’s) 
spiral disk: n=1



Inner region: Power-law vs. Cuspy Ellipticals

power-law 
dimmer ellipticals 

denser core 
stars in very centre

cuspy 
brighter ellipticals 
core evacuated 

stars sculpted by BH?



Faber-Jackson relation: more luminous ellipticals have deeper 
potentials 



Ellipticals are likely triaxial bodies:  a > b > c 

!
. systems that are rotationally supported likely axi-symmetric 
(a=b); rotation around short-axis (c) 
. but systems supported by velocity dispersion do not have to be 
(imagine superimposing two oblique rotating disks).



a,b,c functions of r 
— twisted isophotesif population triaxial 

a:b:c=1:0.98:0.68



Photometry can only go so far.!
!
For real understanding, have to go to kinematics!
! ! ! (spectroscopy)!

!
1) individual stellar orbit 
2) collection of stellar orbits



Orbits in a spherical potential stay in a plane.

� = �(r)



axi-symmetric potential



Axisymmetric potential:  largely 
rotation supported; conserve Lz

. logarithmic potential gives rise to flat rotation curve	


. gradual precession of the orbital plane	


. space allowed by ZVC not filled up -- 3rd integral



strobe (surface of section) 	

e.g., when   z=0,  pz > 0

zero velocity curve	

(pz = 0) — particle remains z=0

circular orbit	

pR=0, pz=0

Poincare surface of section!
(visualize 3-D orbit as a 1-D motion)



Orbits in Non-axisymmetric potential	

!

!

first consider: planar potential (2-D, no z-direction)

Logarithmic potential (2-D)

� = �(x, y, z)



centre-philic, box orbit

centre-phobic, loop orbit
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axi-symmetric potential non-axi-symmetric potential (planar)
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two kinds of Jz = 0 orbits

J changes sign in boxy orbit (stems from J=0 orbits)

J ~ conserved in loopy orbit (relic of axi-symmetric potential)

Angular momentum (z-axis)

J = r⇥ v = xv

y

� yv

x



transition from loop to box and back: roughly corre. to changing Lz?	

J changes sign in boxy orbit (stems from J=0 orbits)	


J ~ conserved in loopy orbit (relic of axi-symmetric potential)
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strobe whenever   
y=0,  py > 0

loop orbitloop orbit 
(counter)

boxy orbit

q=0.9



The advance of box



Possibility of resonant orbits	

— leading to chaos





q=0.9

q=0.8 q=0.6

q=1.0



de Zeeuw ’85

Non-axisymmetric potential
� = �(x, y, z)

The perfect Ellipsoid  (triaxial potential in the Stackel form)

equation of motion separable in the ellipsoidal coordinates 
3 isolating integrals for all orbits



They are the 3-D counterparts of box and loop orbits in 2-D.	

Which orbit should gas (closed-orbit) go?

The perfect ellipsoid supports 4-types of orbit

x-axis

z-axis

x-axis





Merritt ’93 : Dynamics of Elliptical Galaxies (Science)

•spherical potential: precessing, planar motion 
(motion regular)	

!

•axisymmetric potential: annular orbit precesses 
around z-axis,   donut-shaped,  typically 3 integrals 
of motion (motion all regular)	

!

•triaxial potential: 	

   when perfect ellipsoid (Stackel potential), regular	


when general, often still integrals of motion	

4 family of orbits	

--box: centrophilic, dominating elliptical galaxies, 
but easily perturbed by central density/BH	

--loop: centrophobic, 3-groups, have net J.



orbits in perfect ellipsoids have 3 integrals of motion: 
     I1, I2, I3 
!
distribution function:  f(I1, I2, I3) 
!
use spectral data to extract f 
  — the Schwarzschild method



Schwarzschild Modelling
adapted from  a lecture by 
Dr. Anne-Marie Weijmans



mean velocity velocity dispersion



all these are mapped on the sky plane; 
so a superposition of depth



An example of Skewness



real data





also orbits need to be self-consistent with density distribution







Integral Field Spectrograph (IFU)











http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003Sci...301.1696R







http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2005Natur.437..707D






